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MAGERT PRELIMINARY
SCHEDULE FOR ALA
ANNUAL MIAMI 1994
2ND DRAFT
Friday, June 24
8:00-1O:00pm

Welcome Reception

Saturday, June 25
8:00-9:00am
9:30-11 :OOam
9:30-11:00am
11:30-12:3Opm
11:30-12:3Opm
2:00-4:00pm
Evening

Research Libraries Collection Management Group
Education Committee
Publications I
Cataloging and Classification Committee
GeoTech Committee
PROGRAM I: Mapping the Changing Face of South
Florida
Reception: Publication of ON and MAGERT Honors

Sunday, June 26
8:00-11 :OOam
9:30-11:00am
11:30-12:3Opm
11:30-12:3Opm
11:3Q-12:3Opm
2:00-4:00pm
2:00-5:3Opm
8:00-1O:00pm
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SIGIS Task Force
Membership Committee
Joint Cataloging Discussion Group MAGERT/CCSI
ALCTS
Miscellaneous Committees Joint Meeting
Cattographic Users Advisory Committee
Publications II
PROGRAM II: Basic Map Cataloging for Non-Map
Librarians
Joint Committee on Rare and Endangered Government
Documents (MAGERT/GODORT/RBMSILITA)

.

Monday, June 27

•

8:00-11:00am
2:()()..4:00pm

Executive Board
General Membership Meeting

Tuesday, June 28
9: 30-11 :OOam

Afternoon

PROGRAM ill: Geographic Information Systems: A New
Service Opportunity for Libraries
[Organized by LITA, cosponsored by ACRL and
MAGERT]
MAGERT Field Trip

FROM THE CHAIR
Well, things shook a little in Los Angeles in early February, but we survived
yet another ALA Midwinter conference. The sunshine and balmy weather were
especially nice for those of us suffering through the worst winter in memory.
My flight back to New York was one of the last to land before the Metropolitan
area airports were shut down--again!--due to a blizzard.
Elsewhere in base line you'll see reports on our activities at Midwinter, but
here are a few highlights. Occasional Paper #4, The Mapping of the National
Parks, is actually at the printer and is expected to be available for sale in
Miami. Congratulations to all those who worked long and hard on an
undertaking which turned out to be bigger than it looked. Preliminary
discussions took place about the possibility of producing base line as an
electronic journal. The main impetus to this is the question of immediacy,
and well as the ever-present duplication which occurs between the newsletters
and journals of map librarianship. Similar discussions are occuring in the
Special Libraries Association and Western Association of Map Libraries. The
special task force on Spatial Information and Geographic Information Systems
reports considerable progress on its upcoming" GIS cookbook." This
will be an important publication for everyone involved in GIS, and that's a
lot more than just map librarians. It's also a good way to raise people's
awareness of MAGERT.
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Thanks to MapLink for sponsoring the MAGERT breakfast meeting in Los
Angeles. It's nice to have the continued support of MapLink for our social
functions.
I had an opportunity after the conference to visit Santa Barbara for a day.
My visit to the University of California Map and Imagery Library was
graciously hosted by Mary Larsgaard. The library and lab were bustling with
students and faculty using maps, atlases, aerial photographs and computers. I
doubt there are many map collections as far along as UCSB when it comes to
technology, and it helps to see what's ahead on the trail-It makes the
unknown a little less frightening!
I also spent some time at the headquarters of MapLink. Will Tefft gave me a
tour of the operations and the stock, and I just couldn't resist ordering lots
of maps and atlases for NYPL. It was a lot of fun!
As a result of discussions held at the Research Libraries Collection
Management Group at Midwinter, I have taken the opportunity as Chair of
MAGERT to speak with representatives of MapLink and Omni Resources, our
two biggest domestic one-stop shopping sources for maps and atlases, about
ways of improving services to the map library community. MapLink has been
busy getting its retail operations in order during the past year, but Will Tefft is
developing some new ideas that will get the company back on line with map
lihraries. At Omni, the procurement and sale of Soviet military topos has
taken up a lot of time and money in the last year, and has kept vice president
Russell Guy out of the country for one out of three days. They've hired Rod
Anderson to put together this year's catalog and work with map libraries. I
hope that talking these things over with MapLink and Omni will help all of us
work with them, and bring a lot more exciting maps and atlases from allover
the world into our collections.
A revised schedule for the Annual Conference in Miami appears in this issue.
Note changes in meeting times for RLCMG, and the Education and Membership
Committees. Locations are not yet available. I tried to pack everything into
three days, but we're spilling over into Tuesday with our joint sponsorship of
a program with UTA and ACRL, "Geographic Information Systems: A New
Service Opportunity for Libraries. " GIS is more and more a magic phrase
which gets everyone's attention, and I think it's important for MAGERT to be
at the forefront--sharing our expertise and in return being recognized as experts--with our non-map colleagues. We expect the GIS cookbook to be a big
help in this goal.
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I've asked Russell Guy of Omni to speak to us in Miami about his adventures in
procuring Soviet military mapping and staying one step ahead of the KGB. This
isn't a formal program, but will probably be at the Friday night welcome
reception. I promise you it's fascinating--plan to be there!
While the number of MAGERT members has remained steady, it's been difficult this year to get new faces to become active in committees and task forces.
The editor of base line says she's had less and less contributions in the last
year. Certainly, we are all busier and busier, with more demandsput on our
time by new technologies as well as administrators who want more but don't
give us extra staff, space or money. And walking into a MAGERT meeting for
the first time is like walking into the middle of a conversation (thanks to
Nan for the metaphor). Still, the benefits of membership in MAGERT are
many, and the only way to keep it like that is to have members who are active
and contributing. Come to meetings in Miami, write an article for base line or
Meridian, get involved.
Last but never least, on behalf of the members of MAGERT, I'd like to thank
Nan Butkovich for her service to MAGERT as editor of base line. base line is
the life blood of MAGERT, and Nan has kept it flowing for the last five years.
Congratulations, and thank you.
Off to Miami!
April

MAGERT PROGRAMS AT
ANNUAL CONFERENCE,
MIAMI, 1994
•• Mapping

the Changing

Face of Southern

Florida"

This program will focus on the use of cartographic materials and
techniques to describe and analyze environmental changes in southern Florida.
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Speakers:
Dr. Joseph Fitzgerald, Coral Gables, Florida
, 'Early Mapping of South Florida and the Everglades"
David Greene, Supervisory Cartographer, US Geological Survey
, 'Mapping the Greater Everglades Ecosystem"
Christopher Friel, Research Administrator, Florida Marine Research Institute
"Using GIS to Study the Florida Keys and Florida Bay"
David Y. Allen, Map Librarian, SUNY Stony Brook, moderator
Date: Saturday, June 25, 1994 2:00-4:00pm

"Basic Map Cataloging for Non-Map Librarians"
This introduction to the cataloging of maps will focus on the aspects of
maps which differ from other forms of material, including having no title
page, scale, coordinates, physical description, etc. The program will also
cover subject analysis of maps and applying the Library of Congress
Classification: Schedule G. The impact of Format Integration on maps will
also be discussed.
Speakers:
Mary L. Larsgaard, Map and Imagery Lab, University of California, Santa
Barbara
Elizabeth U. Mangan, Geography and Map Division, Library of Congress
Date: Sunday, June 26, 1994 2:00-5:3Opm

, 'Geographic Information Systems: A New Service Opportunity
for Libraries"
Jointly sponsored by LIT AIACRLIMAGERT
This panel will provide an overview of the present and potential r~le of
libraries in using geographic information systems (GIS). GIS software makes
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it possible to access and display graphically spatial data and imagery sets
distributed via electronic media, such as CD-ROMs. The panel will describe
the adoption of GIS into small as well as large libraries of different types.
It will identify hardware and software needed for effective service delivery.
Speakers:
James Augur, Adult Services Librarian, Ontario City Library, Canada
"GIS in a Small Public Library"
Ann Watts, Coordinator of Downtown Branch, St. Louis Public Library
, 'GIS Services and Community Involvement'
I

William Johnson, Project Director, J.E.!., University of Maryland
.. GIS in Middle and Senior High Schools"
Carolyn Meanley, Coordinator, University of Houston Libraries
•• Connecting with GIS Users on Campus"
Joan Maier McKean, Educational Affairs Speciallst, NOAA
"Training and Continuing Education Opportunities in GIS"
April Carlucci, Assistant Chief, Map Division, New York Public Library,
moderator
Date: Tuesday, June 28, 1994 9:30-11:00am

On the Cataloging/
Cataloguing Front
This is from the newsletter AMIGOS Agenda & OCLC Connection, 94-02.
There is a mistake in the instructions concerning the 034 field on p. 2:44 (3rd
paragraph) in Bibliographic Formats and Standards. Contrary to the instructions given in that source, catalogers should never add field 034 (Coded
Cartographic Mathematical Data) to pre-ACCR2 records. According to the
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I

announcement, "this error will be corrected when future revision pages are
issued." OCLC (edited by AMIGOS)
At the meeting of the MAGERT Cataloging and Classification Committee held
during ALA Midwinter in February, 1994, in Los Angeles, AAACM was
discussed. Now the rule numbers are being compared with those in AACR2
revised to make sure they are in sync. Material covering the cataloging of
spatial data and remote sensing data has been added since AACR2 revised came
out. The Canadian map catalogers have put out a manual on cataloging spatial
data, have keyed it to AACR2, and have sent it to AAACM. The Canadian
map group is also contributing examples for rare maps and atlases.
At the same meeting Susan Moore gave a MARB! report. MARBI is proposing
that atlases be encoded in the books format after format integration and that they
would be d for atlases.
Betsy Mangan reported on CC:DA. That group is discussing the cataloging of
Internet resources, but not much is changing in Chapter 9 of AACR2 to accommodate that material. Betsy also reported on news from the Library of Congress. She said that LC is beginning to put the classification schedules into
theMARC classification format. They are trying to get the G schedule done,
but their technician resigned recently, and someone will have to be reassigned to
the project. The last revision was done in 1976. No revision has been submitted since then in the atlas area. Some of the numbers in the atlas area have been
made up by catalogers at LC. LC is trying to codify the real problems in the
atlas schedule. Geographic changes are causing even more problems. For
inslance, the changes in Yugoslavia have to be fitted in. LC is looking at
redoing the atlas section of the G schedule.
Part of the problem is that atlas call numbers are made up of the geographical
area, then the subarea, then are subarranged by publisher, then subarranged by
title, followed by edition and date. Therefore even if the title changes slightly,
the different editions of one atlas will sit together on the shelf. However, for
map call numbers, the date comes before the author cutter. In 1976, new
numbers for countries were defined, so different editions of one atlas are often
not together on the shelf anyway. Betsy asked those present if they would be
willing to reclassify the atlases in their collections to be more like maps. The
atlas numbers are all jammed together in places, so to add new countries,
decimals ,,1 decimals would have to be used, or LC would have to give up
keeping the atlases for one area together.
Mary Larsgaard said that she has about 4,000 atlases she would have to reclass,
and she has been through similar projects. She finds part of the atlas schedule
annoying because atlases of the same area are not always together. Barbara
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Rapoport said that UCLA probably would not look upon this idea with favor
and might need a special grant to pay for the project to change the call numbers.
10 Kimbro from Texas A&M said that public services sets the cataloging priorities in her library, and the choice would be between reclassing atlases or cataloging uncataloged maps. She did add that the patrons would probably like the
change. Susan Moore from the University of Arizona said that they are already
reorganizing their library, so it would be one of a long list of projects.
Betsy said that Germany has not even been reunified in the atlas part of the G
schedule. For maps LC has a cataloger for each geographical area, but for
atlases there are only two catalogers, and they are not divided by geographical
area. She said that LC is moving the records for atlases to their cartographic
file, so they might be able to do everything for atlases at once. They have
35,000 cataloged atlas titles. They would put the maps that are in the G schedule in the cataloging manual for maps because they can't put graphics in the
machine-readable file for the classification schedules. They have about 15,000
records for atlases on OCLC and would add about 20,000 records. The beginning of the atlas section of the G schedule is totally messed up, especially the
section for the world atlases. They are divided by period. LC wants everything
on-line by the end of this year. Betsy is still trying to sell the reclassification of
atlases proposal in her own division. It is very time-consuming to find a Cutter
for a new edition of an atlas so that it fits in in the right place. All the planets
are together and do not have individual numbers.
No new permanent chair for this committee was elected, but since she is already
the W AML representative to AAACM, Mary Larsgaard will become the
MAGERT representative to AAACM. Betsy will chair the meeting of this
committee at the ALA annual convention in Miami in June.

CALIFORNIA MAP CATALOGING PROJECT COMPLETED
The University of California, Berkeley (VCB) has completed its three year
California map cataloging project. Now all maps of California in UCB's libraries are searchable in Berkeley's GLADIS and in the statewide MELVYL(tm)
online catalogs, as well as in DCLC and RUN. The project was funded in part
by a $213,518 grant to Berkeley and the University of California, Los Angeles
(UCLA) from the U.S. Department of Education.
The project cataloged or converted 13,919 titles (11,074 at UCB and 2,845 at
UCLA). UCLA was able to participate in the first two years of the project only
and utilizeda smaller staff. Most of Berkeley's titles were reclassified into the
Library of Congress classification system from the discontinued University of
California Map Classification System and were recataloging to modem standards. Staff members directly in cataloging and conversion were Randal Brandt,
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John Creaser,

Fleur Helsingor and Phil Hoehn.

Several major collections in the Bancroft Library were converted, and in some
instances cataloged for the first time. These included the California Geological
Survey, the Mexican Land Case, C. Hart Merriam, Charles M. Weber, George
Davidson, and the Japanese War Relocation map collections. California maps
in UCB's Earth Sciences and Forestry libraries, Map Room, University Archives, and Water Resources Center Archive were also cataloged or converted.
Work has begun to convert the 25,000 non-California map titles in the Map
Room, Forestry Library and WRCA which are still represented only in card

catalogs in these units.
Submitted by Phil Hoehn, University of California, Berkeley
(longer version appeared in the W AML Information
Bulletin)

MISCELLANEOUS
Symmes, Patrick.
"DC in 2-D." Washington
City Paper, v.14, no. 10, 11-17
March 1994. Cover story, pg. 24-26,28,30,32,34.
"Very interesting article
about maps of the DC area." (CW)
Ingram, John. "The English Maps of John Custis." Colonial Williamsburg,
v.X, no. 4 summer 1988. pg. 12-14. "Brief article on a 17th century composite atlas from Colonial Williamsburg Foundation Library." (PI)
"Geologic Column,"
Geutimes, June 1993, pg. 36. Some travellers
Canyonlands National Park in Utah had some interesting experiences
tried to use a map provided by the car rental company. (LRM)

visiting
when they

Martin, Murray S. "The Other Ocean: The Discovery and Exploration
Pacific," Cboice, v.30, no.8 (April 1993), pg. 1277-1286. (LRM)
Lousma, Jack R.

"Rising to the Challenge:

The Role of the Information

of the

Sci-

ences," Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote Sensing, v.59, no.6,
June 1993, pg. 957-959.

(LRM)

The U.S. Postal Service has issued several stamps lately that feature maps.
.
Some of these include the World War II souvenier sheets and the Oregon Trail
commemorative stamp. (NS)
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Eastern National Park & Monument Association is selling a jigsaw puzzle
depicting "Explorations West of the Mississippi, 1804-41." "Border has inset
images and it looks as if it might be attractive when assembled." (JBP)
The Nature Company catalog is now selling "Magellan, The Interactive
TouchTalk Globe.' There's a computer at the center of the earth that runs it,
and it has several software cartridges. The cost is $350.00. (LRM)

MAGERT EXECUTIVE
BOARD MEETING I
Saturday, February 5, 1994
Inn Towne Hotel> Sunrise Room
The Board was called to order at 8:30 a.m. by April Carlucci, Chair. Other
officers present included: Nan Butkovich, Vice Chair/Chair-Elect, Pat
McGlamery, Immediate Past-chair, Margaret Brill, Treasurer, and John
Stevenson, Secretary.
.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Regarding the Annual Conference:
There appears to be interest on the part of members to keep the MAGERT
schedule for the annual meeting in Miami Beach as short as possible. A preliminary conference schedule was distributed and changes were announced. It is
likely that two programs will be presented.
Hotel and field trip issues need to be resolved before the Miami Beach conferenr.e. It was not possible to coordinate hotel reservations for MAGERT members through ALA housing. It was suggested that members might want to stay
at the Days Inn Art Deco on 21st and Collins, which is the hotel selected by
GODORT.
GODORT is planning a reception at the South Florida Historical Museum on
Sunday, June 26, from 5:30 -7:30 p.m. and has asked MAGERT to consider
partial sponsorship of the event. It was decided to discuss this further at Executive Board Meeting II.
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There is interest in a welcome reception in Miami Beach as well.
MapLink has paid for some of the food as a corporate sponsor of MAGERT
events.
Mary Larsgaard has generously invited MAGERT to her lihrary for a possible
informal field trip.
April Carlucci was able to change a meeting time for the Midwinter Meeting in
Los Angeles and may try to change some meetings from the proposed schedule.

GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
Pat McGlamery reported that he had been called by ARL regarding some GIS
questions because he is a member of UTA, and not because he is a MAGERT
memher. This suggests that MAGERT needs to do more outreach to make itself
known as an organization having some GIS expertise, and that this might be
accomplished through members in liaison with other organizations. Outreach to
other organizations is made more difficult by the compressed schedule favored
by many MAGERT members. Future meetings may take this into consider-

ation.

TREASURER'S REPORT
I

Margaret Brill distributed copies of the report for study prior to the Executive
Board Meeting II.
I

Shorter production runs of MAGERT conference tee shirts were suggested, with
a possible' • commemorative edition" shirt for the Miami Beach conference,
The ALA store may not have accounted for all sales.
The meeting adjourned at 9:30 a.m.
Respectfully submitted,
John Stevenson, Secretary
ATIENDANCE
Becky A1bitz
Brent Allison
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U.oflowa
U. Minnesota

Margaret Brill
Nan Butkovich
April Carlucci
Jim Coombs
Peter Ives
Chris Kollen
Melissa Lamont
Mary Larsgaard
Elizabeth Mangan
Pat McGlamery
Kathy Rankin
Steve Rogers
Charlie Seavey
Dan Seldin
Jackie Shane
John Stevenson
Will Teffs
Mark Thomas
Jim Walsh
Paul Watson
Joe Winkler

Duke U.
Penn State U.
New York Public Library
Southwest Missouri State
MapLink
U. of Arizona
U. Connecticut
U. of California, Santa Barbara
Library of Congress/G&M
U. Connecticut
U. Nevada, Las Vegas
Ohio State

Arizona
Indiana U.
Emory U.
U. of Delaware
MapLink
Texas A&M
Boston College
MapLink
St. Louis Public Library

MAGERT EXECUTIVE
BOARD MEETING II
Tuesday, February 8, 1994
Sheraton Hotel - Grande I

The Board was called to order at 9:30 a.m. by April Carlucci, Chair. Other
officers present included: Pat McGlamery, Immediate Past-ehair; Margaret
Brill, Treasurer;

and John Stevenson,Secretary.
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CHAIR'S REPORT AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
April Carlucci announced that a review of the committee roster has uncovered
some vacant committee chairs and liaison positions which she will address with
letters of appointment. A list will be sent to base line.
MAGERT membership has remained steady, but is not as active as it might be.
There is no longer a delay in base line to print articles accepted for publication,
and there are fewer members at meetings and conferences. Ideas toencourage
members to participate in MAGERT are needed.
A new map position at UCLA is expected to be announced in the near future.
As a result of problems with ALA housing for Miami Beach, there will be no
MAGERT hotel. Schedule changes for the annual conference in Miami Beach
were announced. Miscellaneous committee meetings will be gathered together.
The cosponsorship of a UTA GIS program was fixed for Tuesday at 9:30 a.m.,
and there was discussion of a possible field trip for Tuesday.
The chair also indicated that she had received suggestions that reports made
at the membership meeting might be limited to about five minutes in length.
This would allow members to hear oral presentations of the highlights and to
read the full reports later in base line. There was concern expressed that
the membership needs a chance to ask questions.
The Publications Committee has MAGERT Open File Report 4 neariog completion, which will need a reception in Miami Beach. The Honors Committee
needs a reception, and so it appears that MAGERT will need to sponsor a

reception to honor its own members.

REPORTS OF OFFICERS
Vice Chair - Nan Butkovich
No report.
Treasurer - Margaret Brill
Financial statements were distributed. Meridian and base line are fmancially
stable. Budgeted sales of $15,000 for Occasional Paper 4 were not realized
because it has only just come out. Margaret Brill reported that MAGERT tee
shirt sales budgeted for $3,000 were low ($515), but that ALA has apparently
not credited MAGERT for the sales which were made. A run of 200 shirts for
Miami Beach was suggested as sufficient.
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Secretary - John Stevenson
No report.
t

COMMITTEE REPORTS
Cataloging and Classification - Mary Larsgaard
There was extensive discussion of the proposed revision of the atlas schedule.
When the schedule is converted to USMARC, the maps can no longer be included but the maps that will be moved into the map cataloging manual with
more detail than there has been in the past. Mary Larsgaard was named the
ACCM Liaison for MAGERT as she is the WAML liaison.
Constitution and Bylaws - Jenny Marie Johnson
No report.
Education - Chris Kollen
Continuing to develop syllabi to be sent to faculty at library science schools
to ensure that map librarianship is considered in the subject areas of
collection development, preservation, cataloging, and reference. A draft for
each should be ready by annual.
GeoTech - Mary Larsgaard for Nan Butkovich
There was discussion of having volunteers regularly search non-maps listservs
and to forward postings regarding spatial data to MAPS-L. It was also
suggested that GIS programs within ALA should be coordinated to replace the
present chaos.
Honors - Pat McGlamery
Jim Walsh will generate certificates for the Chair's signature, to be returned
to Pat McGlamery for banding. The honors reception should be scheduled for
Saturday, to alJow members to attend and to announce the awards at the
GODaRT reception on Sunday. $300 will be contributed the GODaRT reception.
Membership - Kathy Rankin
Steve Rogers has volunteered to take care of the MAGERT exhibit, starting in
Miami Beach. He has also volunteered to produce a mailing to everyone on the
names index to the guide which has become available in ASCII format. ALA
accredited library schools will be sent brochures, but schools which are not
accredited (mostly for school library courses) will not be sent brochures. An
invitational posting from MAGERT for subscribers of MAPS-L is being
investigated. A one page informational flyer is planned to reach those whose
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mightjoin who are not necessarily map librarians. To date, there are 404
MAGERT members, compared to 441 members at this time last year. This may
be due to members being late in renewing, and the numbers appear to be more
or less constant.
Nominating - Pat McGlamery
There are two nominees for chair, and one for the other open position,
will be treasurer. The paperwork is on track.

which

Publications - Jim Coombs
Meridian is now being produced by Charlie Seavey in Tucson as editor and
production manager, and will attempt to operate on a June/December publication schedule. Meridian 10 (the December issue) will be out this month. The
manuscript flow is good, but Meridian is currently seeking materials dealing
with modern issues by MAGERT members. There are sufficient manuscripts
for two more issues.
The base line problems from last Fall (v. 14, nos. 4 and 5) are almost cleared
up. Nan Butkovich is resigningas editor after the June issue, when she
becomes MAGERT chair. There will be a poll going out to the membership as
to whether members would be interested in an internet version of base line and
to find out how many would be able to access it. A paper version would still
exist. The current goal is to have news and notes online, with minutes on
paper. ALA headquarters will be queried as to their view of this and
considerations to keep in mind.
Occasional Paper 4, about the National Parks program, has been printed in a
run of 1,000 copies and will be available from K. Womble.' It needs to be
advertised and reviewed.
Four new open file reports have been added: Oregon and Washington county

coordinate lists; XVth International Conference on the History of Cartography
program, abstracts and paniclpant list; and an index to Russia at 1:200,000.
Future publications include Circular 2, an index to the G schedule by Alberta
Wood and Jim Coombs, and The Guide, 3rd edition. A Spatial Information
Geographic Information Systems" cookbook" is in the works, as well as an
update to the LC G&M geographic cutter update, and a USGS BnUetin 222
reprint. A list was created for conducting committee business. ALA has been
contacted to obtain a mailing list on disk, which mays may make it possible to
print mailing addresses directly onto issues of base line.
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TASK FORCE AND DISCUSSION GROUP REPORTS
Cartographic
No report.

Standards

- Charlie

Seavey

CUAC - Margaret
Brill
Highlights of the meeting were presented as the minutes of the October meeting

have not been approved.

There is much concern in Washington over budgetary

problems. The biggest project being talked about is the Digital Ortbophotoqrad
(DOQ) project. Regional depository libraries may select ali states, and selective
depository libraries may select one state each (not necessarily their own). Li-

braries who have not sent in their surveysare being requested to do so as soon
as possible. The Digital Chart of the World was surveyed by fax for depository
distribution.

The fax survey was not a successful

method for GPO as many of

the faxes were sent to library administrative offices, where their significance
was not recognized.
According to Sheila McGarr, GPO has made a lot of progress in revising the
agreement with DMA, partly because Charles Monroe, who met with CUAC in
October brings a new insight to DMA administration.
Apparently, depository
libraries are presently handled as an exception to DMA' s normal distribution,
and the normal distribution requires a great deal of paperwork filled out on a
regular basis.
The Census Bureau has issued the 1992 TIGER/Line

lems were discovered after discs were distributed.

files, and software prob-

Correct software can be

obtained from the Census Bureau's electronic bulletin board, or from the
California (I) CD-ROM.
There is still no commitment for block or tract maps
on CD-ROM on deposit from Census, although CIS is producing maps on
microfiche for no charge to ASI subscribers. The Bureau has announced the
release of their Statistical Abstract CD-ROM.
USGS and GPO were unable to resolve the software licensing problems for the
GNIS CD-ROM to allow for its distribution to depository libraries. The
software charges would bring the total cost to $57 per copy, but it has not
been offered for sale as yet. CUAC will be looking into this and post a
message to MAPS-L.
The DLG series is continuing to be issued, although not
in order. The USGS is phasing out the 15' seale maps. Map depositories may
request sheets to fill out their collections by writing a letter, attaching a copy of
the catalog page to indicate which maps are needed.

The Joint Committee on Printing announced that the Government Information
Locator System (GILS) will be implemented and placed on the internet. It
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should include spatial data as well as other forms of government information.
The Federal Geographic Data Committee made a presentation. The State
Department's Geographic Notes is now Geographic and Global Issues. NTIS
will no longer sell black and white photocopies of CIA maps, but will only sell
color copies of maps. There is a new listing of CIA maps and publications
which may be obtained from their public information office or Documents
Expediting.
MAGERT/CCS/ALCTS Joint Discussion Gronp - April Carlucci
There was discussion of the effects of the G schedule changes, the GMD in
OCLC, and maps in series. The Library of Congress has been looking into the
impact that not creating authority work for monographs in series would have,
but there will be more discussion of this in the future.
Maps in Small Libraries - Ann Sanders
No report.
Research Libraries Collection Management Group - Mary Larsgaard
There was discussion of recent experiences with vendors. David Allen, of
SUNY Stonybrook, has put together a list of brief cataloging records for foreign
rnapseries, which is available on diskette or over the internet. The list
consistsmostly of topographic maps, but some thematic maps are included.
Other librarians are working to expand it. For example, David Cobb, at
Harvard, is reviewing the list to add Harvard's collection of European
topographic series, and Mary Larsgaard is comparing the University of
California, Santa Barbara, library's African map holdings to see if any might
be added. The idea is to produce a union list that will not take too long to
compile as a precursor to acataloging project. The SLA G&M standards will be
amplified as needed, using ACRL standards as a guide.
SpatiallnforrnationiGIS
Task Force - Julia Gelfand'
The meeting had many visitors, probably due to interest in GIS. The task
forceis working on the GIS cookbook. ALA publishing has been contacted as
ALA gets the first right of refusal to publish such a volume. ALA thinks the
proposed 200 pages a bit long, but twenty chapters are planned. There are
lots of ideasand the project is coming together. Jim Coombs has offered some
guidance and assistance with regard to the publishing. It would be different
than the reference tools generally published by ALA. It should be easy to
produce from camera-ready black and white copy. Julia Gelfand is prepared to
index it, and is sending a copy off to ALA for feedback. There should be
great progress before the annual meeting, with publication in the middle of
Summer, 1994. It was thought that MAGERT could publish this with without
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cosponsorship from other divisions. Concerns were expressed that ALA may
cause delays, and that ALA prices for monographs seem high. Publication
through ALA guarantees some sales to libraries.

LIAISON REPORTS
ALCTS/CCDA - Betsy Mangan
The topics of particular interest were a rule change for music, and a report
submitted by the Cataloging Internet Resources Task Force. The report found
that no rule changes were required in Chapter 9 to accommodate Internet
resources, so some examples will be added to Chapter 9 to illustrate
applications. One other area of interest was multimedia. Guidelines have not
been released for publication, but it can be expected to be announced in time
for annual. The rules will work well under format integration, and until then
they will be added to OCLC and RUN as databases.
CCISA - Pat McGlamery
•• The Map Library in Transition" meeting was held, cooperatively with the
Library of Congress in October, and was considered to be a success. Proceedings will be published by the Library of Congress. Two hour discussion
sessions were built into the meeting which made it into a real forum.
Last year, the CCISA produced a letter which MAGERT agreed to sign off on,
which identified the problem with a diminishing number of librarians with
direct map responsibility. Problems with the language of the letter slowed
progress, but there seems to be agreement with the concerns expressed. The
letter has gone through some revisions and should go out this Spring. The
MAGERT Chair is the person who would represent MAGERT in the congress's
conference calls.

GODORT - Margaret Brill
Most of the GODaRT information was covered in the CUAC report, but there
are issues concerning the moves by NTIS to become the primary provider of
federal government information and the changes contemplated in the reinventing
government proposals by the Vice President. The Legislative branch is interested in ensuring that it continues in its information-providing role. At the
Chicago Conference, map libraries were represented by Melissa Lamont, but no
major document was taken for distribution, although a CUAC was taken along.
The Federal Documents Round Table Information Update was disappointing this
session, because there was no one from USGS at the meeting. It was pointed
outthat federal employees must be invited to attend meetings in order for them
to appear, three months in advance of the meeting. The Census Bureau was
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mostly covered in the CUAC report. There was a speaker from the Bureau of
Transportation Statistics who mentioned a new CD-ROM product which features
maps and data.
Dr. Donald Johnson has just announced a proposal to include money for grants
todepository libraries for technology. The idea is to have NTIS make its
indexesavailable to depository libraries, but not to anyone outside of the
libraries' primary users for fear of denying NTIS the revenue it needs to make
informationavailable. This was not well received by those in the audience.
GODORT is discussing reorganization of its structure into functional
divisions. There was discussion at the Chicago Conference for a new
organization to represdepository libraries, but it is not known whether it
will come about.
LITA - Pat McGlamery
LITA did a program with ACRL this session and is planning a GIS program for
Miami. Speakers include James Auger, Adult Services Librarian, Ontario
Public Library, Ontario, California, Anne Watts, Coordinator of Downtown
Branches, St.Louis Public Library, St. Louis, Missouri, Will Johnson, Project
Director, Project JEDI (Joint Educational Development Initiative), a geographic
educationbased CD-ROM from the federal government, and Caroline Meaney,
University of Houston is doing something on reference and spatial information.
There is interest within LITA to coordinate the efforts of the LIT A GIS
interest group, the ACRL GIS interest group, and the whole of MAGERT, to
avoid duplication of effort. LITA is planning a preconference for Chicago that
would coincide with its triannual meeting in that year. There is an opportunity
for MAGERT to put on a preconference in Orlando with LITA support and to
really show what it can do. Patrick McGlamery indicated that it would be good
if MAGERT members like HelenJane Armstrong could contribute their knowledge to such a program.
LC G&M - Betsy Mangan
There will be a Summer Project this year. It will be an announcement on
MAPS-L. The letter is due back March II, 1994. To expedite their distribution, the addresses used were from an old file which had not been updated. The
project would run from July 5 - August 12 and approximately five people will
be selected to participate. LC G&M, like all federal agencies, is downsizing,
butwas fortunate not to lose staff thought the offer of early retirement, but
theydid lose the only technician in their cataloging unit and are down two
staff members in the reading room. The latter two positions are expected to
be filled by trainees. The reading room will apparently be closing on
Saturdays. When this is official, it will be posted to MAPS-L. Letters might
cause this decision to be rethought.
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A pilot project for external source records for cataloging. There is a new
electronic newsletter, LCCN, for cataloging, which comes out perhaps every
other month. Work on the Federal Geographic Data Committee contents standards for spatial metadata (CSSM), mapping that to USMARC is nearing
completion. Theportion which requires new fields to be defined will be taken to
MARB! in Miami, if paperwork can be completed in time.
MARBI - Betsy Mangan for SUsaDBorg
The proposal to have atlases done under the maps specifications following
format integration did pass. The question regarding digital formats did come
up and were not included in the proposal, but will probably be a matter of
time.
NEMO • April Carlucci for Jim Walsh
NEMO's annual meeting will be Thursday and Friday, June 2-3 at Boston
College. Single and double dormitory rooms will be available from June 1-5 for
an estima$35-$45 per night. ,. The program will be a blend/mix of new
technologies, GIS, etc., and historical/traditional maps and preservation."
SLA - April Carlucci for Val Simpson
No report.
W AML • Mary Larsgaard for Greg Armento
There is a meeting in Riverside, California, on the March 31 - April 2, with a
field trip to the San Andres Fault, organized by Barbara Haner.
AACCCM - Mary Larsgaard
The Anglo-American Cataloging Committee for Cartographic Materials is
working on a revision of Cartographic Materials: A Manual of Interpretation of
AACR2, which is out of print and needs revision. The work is very labor
intensive.
RBMS/GODORT/MAGERT
Committee ODDocuments as Rare Books Mark Thomas
MAGERT members interested in joining this committee should contact Aimee
Piscitelli at Eastern Washington University. A draft charge has been prepared
to be presented attoday's GODORT business meeting. GODORT will probably
not make it official until this Summer' 'to foster an understanding of topics
relating to rare and endangered government publications in all formats, from
every level of government. Topics will include, but are not limited to, such
issues as education, bibliographic control and access, preservation and
security." The proposed new title for this committee would be •• Joint
Committeeon Rare and Endangered Government Documents. " There has been
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some interest in this idea from UTA in order to expand beyond older documents,and include electronic formats. There has been no word yet from members of the Preservation of Library Materials section of ACRL, who might be
interested.
Geoscience Information Society- Jim O'Donnell
No report.
NACIS • Pat McGlamery
No report.
ACRL - Pat McGlamery
ACRL is planning a GIS special interest group which be of interest to
MAGERT members.

OLD BUSINESS
Julia Gelfand has three diskettes of drafts for a MAGERT policies and
procedures manual, to be updated by the Past Chair, which have never been
distributed. These will be sent on to April Carlucci.

NEW BUSINESS
A question was raised as to the number of members, and whether this was a
problem. It was explained that these numbers fluctuate as members renew, and
that it tends to even out over the course of a year.
The meeting adjourned at 12:30 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
John Stevenson,

Secretary

ATIENDANCE

II

Margaret Brill
April Carlucci
Jim Coombs
Julia Gelfand
Chris Kollen
Mary Larsgaard
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Duke U.
New York Public Library
Southwest Missouri State
U. of California Irvine
U. of Arizona
U. of California, Santa Barbara

Elizabeth Mangan
Pat McGlamery
Kathy Rankin
Dan Seldin
John Stevenson
Mark Thomas

Library of Congress/G&M
U. Connecticut

U. Nevada, Las Vegas
Indiana U.
U. of Delaware
Texas A&M

CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS
If you are planning to attend the 1994American Library Association Annual
Conference in Miami Beach, please consider volunteering an hour or two of
your time to staff the MAGERT booth at the Exhibits.
The Exhibits will be open the following hours:
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday

June
June
June
June

25 9arn - 4pm
26 9arn - 5pm
27 9arn - 5pm
28 9arn - 3pm

Staffing the MAGERT booth is a great way to meet people, provide information
about maps, geography and the organization, and promote MAGERT.
As your schedule begins to take shape, please contact me at the following
address:
Steve Rogers, Map Room, Ohio State University Libraries, 1858 Neil Avenue
Mall, Columbus, OH 43210, (614) 292-6175, srogers@magnus.acs.ohiostate.edu
If you won't know your schedule until after you arrive in Miami, that's fine,
too. Just stop by the MAGERT booth anytime during the convention and I'll do
my best to squeeze you into the schedule.
Thanks very much.
Steve
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NEW MEMBERS
It sure was great getting to meet some of you at the New Members Breakfast!

Executive Board meeting in Los Angeles! I hope you'll take advantage of
opportunities and become active in MAGERT!
Our special tbanks to MapLink for their sponsorship of the New Members
Breakfast. We really appreciate it.
We have a host of new members to welcome! They are:
Marie T. Carlucci, Scottsdale, AZ
Donna 1. Grant, Virginia Beach, VA
Elizabeth G. Icenhower, Chicago, IL
Linda Kopecky, Springfield, IL
Arleen K. St. Aubin, West Newton, MA
Rebecca A. Higgerson, Burton, MI
Phyllis L. McKenzie, Fort Lauderdale, FL
Dawn C. Rowan, Hatfield, MA
Randy L. Abbott, Evansville, IN
Rutgers University Libraries, New Brunswick, NJ
Andrew A. Maxson, Cincinnati, OH
Carolyn D. Argentati, Raleigh, NC
Carol E. Coon, El Cerrito, CA
Gary L. Menges, Seattle, WA
Lucinda M. Hall, Los Angeles, CA

NEW MAPS
VENDOR/SUPPLIER

CATALOGS;

•• Catalogue of Maps and Atlases of/he ex-USSR" Four One Company Ltd.,
523 Hamilton Road, London, ON N5Z 153 Canada. Tel. 519/433-1351. Fax
519/433-5903
Cartographia, Bosnyak Ter 5.,1149 Budapest, Hungary. Tel 36l/163-4639.
Telex 226218 Carta H. Fax 361/163-4639. Publications include maps (including geological maps), atlases, and periodicals.
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c..;

Map Link, 25 East Mason St., Santa Barbara, CA 93101. Tel 805/965-4402;
Toll free Fax: 800/627-7768 (USA only), 805/962-0884 (everywhere).
MicroColor International, Inc., 85 Godwin Ave., Midland Park, NJ, 07432.
Tel. 2011445-3450, Telex 6714379. MicroColor has produced a catalog devoted to maps on color microfiche. Included are historic maps of Canada,
county maps of England and Wales, and the Samuel Thornton Sea Atlas.

mSTORICAL

MAPS (REPRODUCTIONS)

Arias de Santarem. 720 x 545 mm. 78 loose-leaf plates, boxed in linen with
printed title; with 60 page illustrated text. Published by Rudolf Muller,
Amsterdam, 1984. Distributed by Map Link (see •• Catalogs" for complete
address). •• This work is a faithful reproduction of the 1849 atlas created by the
Viscount de Santarem. He was a renowned scholar of historical cartography
and is credited with coining the term" cartography". This atlas was the first
scientifically-based collection of reproductions of important early cartographic
documents. Maps include mappamundi of the 11th through 15th centuries,
Portolan charts and many other items. The original is extremely rare, limited to
300 copies. This new re-print was also limited to 300 copies to match the
original." $475.00.
!nterarts Ltd. (15 Mount Auburn Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138. Tel
617/354-4655, Fax 617/354-1476) is now the exclusive North American distributor of a line of antique facsimilie maps, printed in Great Britain by
Wychwood Editions. Printed on non-chlorine bleached, heavy paper, the
following titles have been reviewed and the descriptions have been taken from
Interarts' press release. The first price shown is for paper copy, the second
price shown is for laminated copy.
Blaeu's World Map, 1665. Double-hemisphere map with allegorial scenes and
portraits of great navigators. 35" x 47". $32.95/$45.00. ISBN: 1-879856-662
Blaeu's Map of the Americas, 1650. Richly decorative, baroque style map
documenting the discovery of the Americas. 26" x 37". $22.951$35.00. ISBN
1-879856-67-0
Descelier's World Map, 1550. Text and image provide a summery of achievements of the "Age of Discovery". 28" x 41". $25.95/$45.00. ISBN 1879856-68-9
Waldseemul/er's World Map, 1507. First naming of America in honor of
Amerigo Vespucci and a summarization of the revolution in geography during
European exploration. 21" x 36". $22.95/$35.00. ISBN 1-879856-69-7
Zurner's World Map, circa 1710. A visual exnyclopedia of text and scientific
imagery depicting the earth and heavens. 28" x 31". $18.95/$30.00. ISBN 1879856-70-0
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Ptolemaic World Map, circa 150, republished 1482. Classical world view from
the time of the Greeks, revived during the Renaissance. 24" x 30" $18.95/
$30.00. ISBN 1-879856-71-9

Blaeu's Map of Europe, circa 1620. Fascinating protrait of war-tom 17th
century Europe and its political boundaries. 24" x 31". $18.95/$30.00.
ISBN
1-879856-74-3
Willdey's British Isles, circa 1715. Regal portrait of pre-industrial England and
Scotland. 33" x 24". $18.95/$30.00. ISBN 1-879856-33-6
Olaus Magnus' Scandinavia, 1539. Ornately decorated map with miniatures of
whales, sea-serpents and village scenes. 27" x 34". $22.95/$35.00. ISBN 1879856-34-4
Moll's Map of Scotland, circa 1714. Portrait of the uneasy union between
England and Scotland in the 18th century. 22" x 34". $18.95/$30.00.
1-879656-35-2

ISBN

Braun & Hogenberg's Map of London, 1572. An aerial-style view of London
and Westminister in early Elizabethan reigh. 22" x 30". $18.95/$30.00.
1-879856-49-2•

ISBN

JOB ANNOUNCEMENT
PENN STATE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES: MAPS LIBRARIAN

Documents/Maps Section, Penn State University Libraries. Section contains an
extensive map collection of over 200,000 topographic, city/road, political, and
thematic maps, supplemented by a large reference collection of atlases, gazetteers, charts, and globes. The maps unit has lead responsibility for development
of a strong geographic information systems capability within the Libraries.
Responsibilities include a full range of maps and documents reference and
instructional services, including geographic information systems instruction;
selection and interpretation of digital maps and data files; primary responsibility
for maps collection development in concert with subject specialists from the
library system; and liaison with the Geography Department. Maps Librarian
will participate in the development of a new maps facility and corresponding
services in a major building expansion and renovation. Successful candidate
will be expected to be active in research, scholarship, and service as a faculty
member at Penn State.
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QUALIFICATIONS: Requires an ALA-accredited MLS, or equivalent; degree
and/or experience in geography, cartography, or related fields; minimum of two
years experience in an academic library; demonstrated expertise with geographic
information systems; a strong commitment to reference services; and excellent
communication and interpersonal skills. Potential for promotion and tenure
will be considered. Foreign language skills are desirable.
COMPENSATION: Salary and rank dependent on qualifications. Benefits
include: liberal vacation; excellent insurances; Slate or TlAA/CREF retirement
options; and educational privilege. Applications will be reviewed beginning
May 15 and continue until the position is filled. To apply, send letter of application, resume and names of three references to: Nancy Slaybaugh, Manager,
Libraries Human Resources, Box MP- , El Pallee Library, University Park, PA

16802.
AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION, EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
WOMEN AND MINORITIES ARE ENCOURAGED TO APPLY

AND FROM THE EDITOR
I hope everyone's finally dug their way out of the snow ... We're finally seeing
the ground again (after breaking the record of 85 consecutive days with measurable snow on the ground, not to mention the record 108+ inches so far this
winter), and I saw abrave daffodil this morning that actually had green shoots a
couple of inches high. Brave but not foolish ... it hasn't tried to bloom yet.
If you haven't already, please complete the survey that was included in the last
issue of base line. It's really important. The next editor and the Publications
Committee need to know what you think so that they can plan for the future. If
you don't have access or use e-mail, or you just don't want to receive an
electronic version of base line, we need to know that also.
If you're going to Miami, I'd encourage you to try to fit an hour or two at the
MAGERT booth into your schedules. It's a lot of fun, and you get to meet
some really interesting people. Steve Rogers has a call for volunteers elsewhere
in this issue.
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MAGERT PROPOSED

REVENUE

,

OATEi
IADMIN

Dues/Personal
Ouesrorqanrzatlonat
DueslUfe Members
SalesJBooks
SalesIPamohlels
4108 Sales/ALA Store
4jl0
sucscrt
lions
4141 Aovemsm /Gross
TOTAL
REVENUE
4000
4001
4003
4100
4101

BUDGET

I

I
BASELINE

ALL PROJ.

MERIDIAN

4,125i
3.500
1501
5,000
2,000
1,5001
2.000
16,275

2.000

5.500
2,500
8,000

2,000

1,000
6,500

a

EXPENSES
5212
5300
5301
5302
5304
5306
5400
5401
5402
5410
5411
5414
5415
5416
5420
5500
5522
5523
5550

5902
5904
5905
5909
5910

DIRECT
Loci Ina, meals
Facilities rent
Conf E ul ment Ramal
Meal functions
S eekerzsuest
expenses
Awards
Prootreaoln
T esettin /Com csmon
Printina/Outslde
Mail service
Advertisln
Su lieslProduelJon
Photo ra hie
Aov. Production Cost
Co ri ht fees

suoones/Ooeratlno
Teie hone
Posta e/Outside
Promotion
TOTAL
iNDIRECT
IUT:Data Precess!
IUT:Teleohone
IUT:Dlstrib. Center
IUT:Re
ra hies
IUT:Gen, Overhead
TOTAL
TOTAL EXPENSES

500
3001
1.500

3001
1.0001

100
500
500
2,000

500
5001
1,5001

100
300
100
1,500

500
1,500
12,700

2,000

2,000

100
750

10,000

850

100
25
150
100
400
6751
13,3751

a
2,000

a
10,000
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